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* Grand opening: Mrs. Emilija Miladinova Avramcheva, DMWC,
H.E. Mrs. Dusanka Divjak-Tomic Ambassador of the Republic of Serbia
in the Republic of Macedonia and Honorary President of the Bazaar,
Mr. Koce Trajanovski, Mayor of Skopje
* Embassies will sell and promote products from their countries
* Sale of Lottery tickets

11:30-13.00
		
		

Performances schoolchildren: American School of Macedonia,
Ecole Francaise Internationale, KUD Cvetan Dimov Performing Arts Society,
Nova School, QSI International School, NGO Sumnal, Zlatan Sremec School.

12:00-16:00
		

“Tree of Happiness”
children’s art workshop with the artist Zaneta Gelevska-Veljanoska

14:00

Lottery draw

15:00

Recognition of participants and sponsors

16:00

Closing of the Bazaar

Join us for these exciting activities and help support children with special needs.
All raised funds will be donated to Zlatan Sremec School for children with special
needs in Skopje for a renovation project.
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Editorial

DMWC Activities
M

ay and June
are a very
busy period
at DMWC because
beside all the regular
monthly activities we
work hard on preparing
the traditional annual
International Charity
by Emilija Miladinova
Bazaar
dedicated
Avramcheva
to the International
President of
Children’s Day. To our
“Dobredojde” Macedonia great
satisfaction,
Welcome Centre
we have successfully
completed all the
preparations for this year’s Bazaar. I wish to
express our appreciation to all the embassies
that support our charitable mission and
will take part in the Macedonia Welcome
Centre’s 2014 International Charity Bazaar
with national stands and lottery prizes.
For the first time the City of Skopje is
taking part in the organization of the DMWC
International Charity Bazaar, and we sincerely
hope that this will become a tradition for them
too. The Mayor of Skopje Mr. Koce Trajanovski,
together with our Honorary President H.E.
Mrs. Dusanka Divjak-Tomic, Ambassador of
Serbia in Macedonia, will inaugurate the event.
Not less important for us is the pre-event of
the Bazaar taking place in the NLB Tutunska
Banka Gallery from 29 May to 10 June. The
exhibition and sale of works by prominent
Macedonian painters organised together with
Gral Gallery will open at 7.30 p.m. on 29 May.
Alongside the rich programme of children’s
performances at the Bazaar, there will be
Tree of Happiness art workshop for children
from Skopje’s schools for children with
special needs and from international schools
with the artist Zaneta Gelevska-Veljanoska.
The 2014 Art Workshop is directly supported
and sponsored by Stopanska Banka.

During the summer months many
diplomats leave Macedonia. I hope that
DMWC, as an NGO aimed at assisting
foreign nationals living in Macedonia,
has helped them feel more welcome and
made them more familiar with Macedonia.
As a citizen of Macedonia I am proud that
many diplomats and their families work on
promoting Macedonia during their stay here
and even after they leave. I would like to
use this occasion to extend my gratitude
to Mrs. Teresa Waltenberger, spouse of the
Spanish Ambassador, for her book “The
Ottoman Heritage” dedicated to Macedonian
architecture.
The success of our Coffee Mornings, where
various countries have the opportunity to
present themselves, has provoked great
interest in the expat community. I urge all
new arriving diplomats to join us in this
activity which helps promote them and the
countries they represent.
Ambassadors’ Tours of Macedonian
countryside have also been very popular,
and many mayors are inviting us to organize
visits to their municipalities. Here I would
only mention our recent visit to Debar,
a small but very interesting municipality
located in a remote area in Western
Macedonia near the border with Albania.
Our host Mayor Ruzdi Lata was very happy
to demonstrate the spa tourism potential
of his town, as well as to show us Knauf
construction materials factory¸ a successful
foreign investment in Macedonia. In Debar
we had an opportunity to understand how
this town is striving to survive by promoting
itself as a tourist destination in an attempt to
stop the migration of its citizens.
To all those who follow and support our
activities, I wish a nice summer and look
forward to seeing you all in September full of
energy and ready for new accomplishments.
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Yoga

Inverted Yoga Poses
This important group
of asanas must be
performed correctly
and under the right
circumstances.
If
not, they will be of
little or no benefit
and
can
even
by Irina
cause harm to the
Georgieva
practitioner. Inverted
asanas encourage the flow of blood
to the brain, nourishing the millions of
neurons and flushing out the toxins that
accumulate there. Thus the controlling
centre of the body is encouraged to work
more effectively. As a consequence, all
the organs, muscles, nerves, etc. function
nearer to their optimum capacity. The
thinking power, concentration and ability
to sustain large amounts of work without
strain are improved. Anxiety, stress and
neurosis are reduced if not eliminated.
The improved blood flow to the brain also
allows the pituitary, the master gland of
the endocrinal system, to operate more
efficiently. This has a positive influence on
the personality, the way of thinking and
the bodily processes.

8
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Blood that tends to accumulate in the
lower limbs and the abdomen is drained
back to the hart. Then it is circulated to
the lungs, purified and re-circulated to all
parts of the body providing nourishment
to the cells, the building blocks of the
entire organism.
During inverted asanas the respiration
becomes slow and deep. This maximizes
the expulsion of carbon dioxide and the
intake of oxygen. Most people unknowingly
starve their bodies of oxygen by incorrect
breathing: short shallow inhalations and
exhalation which neither supply the lungs
with enough air, nor expel the accumulated
stale air. Encouraging correct respiration,
inverted asanas bring noticeable benefits
to practitioner.
*Do not practice inverted asanas until at
list three hours after taking food.
*Do not perform any inverted asanas
immediately after vigorous exercise. Wait
to allow the body to calm down.
*Beginners should only remain in the
final pose for a few seconds.
*Assume the poses slowly.
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Outdoors!
I

f I were a prophet
or a climate reader, I
would tell you if the
weather would be nice
or not this summer. But
having survived such a
cold and rainy spring, I
believe I can speak for
all the ordinary people:
we do not expect, we
demand hot and sunny
days with bright starry
by Robert
nights.
Macedonia is the
Alagjozovski
country
of
the sun! The sun
cultural manager,
literary critic is our symbol and it is on
our flag. I would therefore
say that we are climatedefined beings. This is why we are so nervous
when the rain starts, however appreciative we
may be of its effects on agriculture. People in
Macedonia are used to living outdoors, and
we can hardly wait for the spring to go out of
closed spaces. Now the level of frustration over
the rainy season is so high that I know that this
summer would be great and the people would
be out enjoying life.
So I will use this opportunity to remind you
of the summer cultural activities, particularly
those, which we can enjoy outdoors. Struga
Poetry Evenings, Ohrid and Skopje Summer
festivals are among the best summer events
in the region. But each town and even
some municipalities have their own cultural
programmes with interesting events. Among
them open air concerts and theatre plays are
prominent. The events in Bitola, Ohrid and Veles
are noted for their location in old Roman or
Greek amphitheatres. Veles has a whole festival
devoted to the Ancient Drama which happens at
the archaeological site of Stobi. Of course, visiting
famous medieval churches and monasteries with
fantastic frescoes and old iconostases is a must.
Macedonia has so many outstanding Byzantine
churches, that any recommendation would be
partial and incomplete. In every region and in
every town there are at least one or two such
places worth seeing.

Somewhat less known are the outdoor
locations related to prehistoric times. Just
north-east of Kumanovo is the famous Kokino
megalithic observatory. It is ranked fourth
oldest in the world and its carved markings
clearly show how ancient populations used
stars for religious and agricultural needs.
Another curious location on the way to Kratovo
is called Kuklici, a landscape filled with volcanic
stones carved into surrealistic forms by
erosion. They look as they had been sculpted
by some extraterrestrial artist. The local Rock
Art Centre organises tours exploring the art
created by prehistoric people. In the caves
and on the rocks around the region, there are
many letter-like designs and simple drawings
with coloured or carved fragments. Around the
plateau of St. Nikole, off-road, a big stone wall
rises in the middle of nowhere, as if built by
Cyclops. It is called the Devil’s Wall and offers
incredible views.
Roman amphitheatres can be found all
over the country. The most spectacular
among them are Skupi, near Skopje, Stobi,
near Veles, and Heraclea near Bitola. These
locations have unique mosaics and huge
paved streets, remnants of palaces and public
baths. But also one should not forget to visit,
the ancient ruins of Bargala near Stip, Isar
near Marvinci, Antigona near Negotino, and
Plaoshnik in Ohrid.
Kratovo is famous for its medieval towers and
bridges. Big towers have also been preserved
in Kocani, Strumica and Dojran. Something
splendid and not visited by many, are the
ruins of the Presek Fortress above the cliffs of
Demir Kapija. Clocktowers in Veles, Prilep and
Bitola are among the finest pieces of Ottoman
architecture. Comparable to the grandeur of
the monasteries of Zrze and St. John Bigorski,
are the peace and beauty of Arabati Bhaba
Teke, with the meditative surroundings of the
Bhabas’ graves and the famous Blue Tower.
What we missed in the spring should be
made up in the summer. Take a car or a public
bus and start your trip around Macedonia.
Outdoors, outdoors!
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Holidays

Uprising
Belonging to All

T

he Republic of Macedonia is
a multicultural society. While
the majority of societies in
the modern globalized world
can be described as such,
multiculturalism in Macedonia has deep
roots. Different nationalities and cultures
contributed to the political thinking and
struggle that eventually lead to emergence
of the Macedonian state.
Present day Macedonia owes its
statehood to three political acts in of the
20th century: the Ilinden Uprising of 1903
that started on August 2, the declaration
of the Macedonian state by the Anti-fascist
Assembly for the National Liberation of
Macedonia on August 2, 1944 and the
declaration of independence in 1991. All
the political declarations made on those
occasions as well as the Constitution
reflect the ethnic and cultural diversity of
the country. As this summer we will again

10
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celebrate the 2nd of August, the day of
Saint Elijah, as one of the most glorious
days in the modern history of Macedonia,
let us remember how Macedonian
statesmen have addressed the issues of
ethnic, cultural and religious diversity.
The 1903 uprising against the Ottoman
Empire established the Krusevo Republic
following the liberation of the town of
Krusevo. On August 2, 1903, Macedonian
freedom fighters started an insurrection
and established the first, although
short-lived, republic in the Balkans. The
regional staff of the rebels set up a local
authority with representative executive
and legislative bodies. It lasted for only
ten days but it brought out the manifesto
that summoned all citizens of Macedonia
regardless of religion and ethnicity to a
struggle against tyranny.
On August 2, 1944, The Anti-Fascist
Assembly of The National Liberation
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of Macedonia (ASNOM) proclaimed
Macedonia as a nation-state of the ethnic
Macedonians as part of Federal Yugoslavia
and proclaimed the Macedonian language
as official. The citizens of Macedonia
regardless of their ethnic affiliation were
guaranteed all civil rights, including the
right to their mother tongue and freedom
of religious belief and practice. Thus
Macedonia became a state for the first
time as part of the Yugoslav Federation.
After the break-up of Yugoslavia,
Macedonia declared independence on
8 September 1991, but this day was
symbolically called the ‘third Saint Elijah’s
day’, its significance being on the par with
the events of August 2 of 1903 and 1944.
When Macedonia became an independent
state, different ethnic groups composing
its population were given constitutive
powers reflected in the Preamble to the
Constitution. And it has been political
practice that governing coalitions include
political parties which represent different
ethnicities.
Krushevo Manifesto
The proclamation of the Krushevo
Republic
represents
the
highest
accomplishment and the most important
legal act of the 1902 uprising. Macedonian
political thought from the beginning of
the century remains relevant in today’s
multicultural society. The Manifesto

identified the fight for freedom as the
goal of the uprising and stressed that this
goal unites all the insurgents and their
supporters “regardless of faith, nationality,
sex or conviction” and appealed particularly
to the Muslim population near Krusevo
and across Macedonia: “We have raised
no gun against you. That would be to our
shame. We do not raise our guns against
the peaceful, hard-working and honest
Turkish man who feeds himself, as we do,
by blood and sweat – he is our brother. We
have lived together with him, and want to
so live again...” The Manifesto went on
to summon all citizens of Macedonia to a
struggle against tyranny: “Come brothers,
Moslems, come and fight against your
and our enemies! Come, under the flag of
autonomous Macedonia! Macedonia is our
mother and she calls for our help. Come and
help break the chains of slavery and free
ourselves from misery and suffering so that
streams of blood and tears are dried up!”
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Architecture

Veles Firsts: Architecture,
Culture and Revolution

Just over 50 kilometres south of Skopje,
on the banks of the River Vardar, lies
Veles, one of the most important towns
in the recent history of Macedonia. In
the new millennium this former industrial
centre faces the challenge of coming out
from the shadow of the nearby capital and
creating a new identity while embracing
its history.
Veles has changed its name a few
times, and each new name marked an
important historical period. Thus, in the
pre-historic times, when it was one of the
most important cities of the legendary
tribe of Paionians who inhabited Eastern
and Central parts of Macedonia, its name
was “Bylazora”. During the Ottoman
times it was named Köprülü, the town
of bridges. The city shared its name with
the Köprülü family of Albanian origin that
gave six Grand Viziers and several other
12
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high officials to the Ottoman Empire.
After the Second World War, Veles carried
the adjective “Titov” after the Yugoslav
President Josip Broz Tito in recognition of
the important contribution of Veles to the
anti-fascist movement and the socialist
revolution. After Macedonia declared its
independence and a liberal democracy
was introduced, “Titov” was removed and
in 1996 the town reverted to the name
which it had held for longest in the recent
history.
Veles flourished thanks to its privileged
geographical position at the intersection
of important routes, the ancient Via
Ignatia and Via Militaris. Called “the
town of bridges” in the Ottoman times,
Veles served as a bridge between the
vast territories of Eastern and Western
Macedonia. Ottoman travellers described
the beauty of the bridges in Veles. A
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19th-century act allowing for equal rights
for Muslim and Christian populations
enabled Veles merchants to trade all over
the country. They established trading
posts all over the Empire and beyond, in
Vienna, Trieste and Leipzig. They traded
in typical Macedonian articles such as fur,
tobacco, poppies and wool. From Veles
small boats travelled along the River
Vardar up to the Thessaloniki port on
the Aegean Sea. Wealthy city merchants
built many monasteries and churches
around the city as well as big houses for
their families, which form the basis of
what is now known as traditional Veles
architecture. The houses were made of
stone and timber, they had large windows
and terraces called cardak. Many of these
houses were ingeniously built into the
river banks and featured unusual shapes
which even today look like construction
wonders. Some of these buildings are
fully preserved to this day. They house
various cultural institutions and are tourist
magnets.
As a developed town, Veles was one

of the strongholds of the revolutionary
and, later, workers’ movement. Mile
Pop Jordanov, Aleksandar Martulkov
and Panko Brasnarov were among the
legendary fighters against the Ottoman
rule. Pop Jordanov died heroically in 1901.
When ambushed, he killed himself in order
not to be captured alive. He became the
inspiration for one of the best-known folk
elegies ‘Bolen mi lezi Mile Pop Jordanov’,
today’s anthem of the City of Veles.
When the Yugoslav Communist Party
was formed, Veles gave it its most
prominent leaders such as Dimitar Vlahov,
Panko Brasnarov and Koco Racin. Many
of them first joined the revolutionary
movement during the Ottoman times and
then became prominent in the socialist
movement. Thus, Panko Brasnarov was
one of the legendary leaders of the
revolutionary movement who exemplified
the continuity between VMRO, Internal
Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation,
and the new, communist and partisan,
movement. He was the first Speaker of
the Anti-fascist Assembly which lay the
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foundations of the modern Macedonian
state at St. Prohor Pcinski Monastery
on August 2, 1944. Later, unfortunately,
he came in conflict with the Yugoslav
authorities over certain ideological issues
and was imprisoned in the notorious Goli
Otok prison, where he died in 1951.
Vasil Glavinov, also originating from
Veles, was one of the first socialists
under whose leadership the first socialdemocratic group in the Ottoman
Macedonia was formed. They supported
Macedonian autonomy inside a federation
of Southeast Europe. The first Conference
of Macedonian Socialists was held in 1900
near Krusevo where the activities of Vasil
Glavinov’s political group defined the
principles of the creation of a Macedonian
Republic as part of a Balkan Socialist
Federation with equal rights for all its
citizens.
As a rich city with its own bourgeois
class, Veles has many other firsts in recent
14
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Macedonian history. The first cultural
institutions, such as museum, theatre, and
library, the first photograph, and the first
written text in contemporary Macedonian
language were all created in Veles. One
of the most prominent intellectuals from
Veles was Jordan HadzikonstantinovDzinot. He was a teacher, publicist and
an important figure of the national
Revival movement during the 19th century.
Yordan Hadzikonstantinov devoted all
his life to the cause of secular public
education and actively promoted the idea
of the enforcement of vernacular language
and application of modern pedagogical
practices in the schools. He established
the first theatre group and the first library
in Veles. He was persecuted and exiled for
his pedagogical and revolutionary work.
Rajko Zinzifov was another figure of the
Revival movement. Understanding the
importance of the native culture he even
changed his Graecized name Ksenofont
Dzindzif to the Slavic Rajko Zinzifov.
Kole Nedelkovski was one of the

founders of modern Macedonian poetry
and member of the famous Macedonian
Literary Circle. He published two books of
poetry in Veles dialect, thus contributing
to the later codification of Macedonian
literary language. He ended his life by
jumping out of a window while escaping
police in Sofia in 1941. His colleague and
compatriot Koco Racin was also a famous
revolutionary and a leading intellectual.
His collection of poems, “White Dawns”
is considered to be the harbinger of the
modern Macedonian literary language
and literature. He also died in the Second
World War.
In the age of Socialism, thanks to its
revolutionary tradition, Veles became an
industrial centre, but at the end of the
20th century it faced a major crisis due
to the collapse of many of its factories.
The town’s ecological activists managed
to close down the dirty industry which
polluted the city, but this lead to mass
unemployment. Today the town is in
search of another historical revival.
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Living Monasteries

V

isiting a monastery in
Macedonia can be a most
exciting
and
versatile
experience.
Monasteries
are usually located in
extraordinary,
often
breathtaking,
landscapes.
The
architecture
of
Macedonian monasteries is a human
response to the challenges of landscape.
Many monasteries are centuries old and
have been cradles of traditions, learning
and culture. Macedonian churches have
some of the best pieces of the Byzantine
fresco painting with internationally
valued style and expression. Some of
the churches possess incredibly detailed
skilfully made deep relief wood carvings
created by masters who established
schools of carving appreciated throughout
the Balkans. In contrast with monasteries
in many other countries, which are

16
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overcrowded by tourists, monasteries in
Macedonia are not exceedingly touristic
and visitors are usually welcomed and
shown around by monks and nuns living
there. The hosts are hospitable and
willing to speak about the importance and
mission of their monastery or convent.
They guide visitors around the monastery
and its surroundings, show the cultural
and religious relics, and offer some of the
products brothers or sisters cultivate or
make on the property.
Modern Macedonian monasticism was
officially revived in 1995, when two
monks not coincidentally called Nahum
and Clement returned from Mount Athos
Gregoriou Monastery and renevated the
Monastery of Velusa near Strumica. Many
young intellectuals, artists and graduates
of the Faculty of Theology joined them
forming the first monastic community in
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independent Macedonia. Nahum soon
became Bishop, as later did three more
disciples from the monastery, including
Clement. Soon the male community
moved to the renovated nearby monastery
of Vodoca, while Velusa welcomed the first
nuns. From there, monastic life spread
all over Macedonia. Today Macedonian
Orthodox Church has more than 30 active
monasteries where more than 200 monks
and nuns live. Among them are Lesnovo,
Osogovo, St. John Bigorski, Zrze and
Treskavec. The revival has meant better
care of the cultural heritage, preservation
of the frescoes, icons, relics and altars,
but also the rebuilding of the konaks,
where monks and nuns live, libraries,
guest rooms and other auxiliary buildings
which make each complex unique.
All the monasteries take care of their
own property and survival. They feed
themselves from their own production.
Often monasteries specialize in some
productive activity. Some are producing
cheeses, others honey, jam or wine. There
are monasteries specializing in making

candles and clothing, icons and souvenirs.
These activities however, are seen as
secondary to their main purpose of religious
service, and when visitors arrive, the main
reason for interaction remains religion and
spreading the glory of God.
Although only recently revived, monastic
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tradition in Macedonia is very old. As
Macedonian monks and nuns would be
happy to remind you, Apostle Paul’s first
European destination was Macedonia.

18
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As it is recorded in the Bible, on his first
mission out of Asia, St. Paul arrived in
the City of Philippi following a dream in
which a Macedonian pleaded him to visit
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Macedonia and its people.
Historically, the Orthodox monasticism
in Macedonia was reinforced by the
arrival of St. Clement and St. Nahum in
Kutmicevica on the shores of Lake Ohrid
in the first half of the 10th century. These
teachers educated over 3500 people and
revived the area, both in terms of religion,
but also in cultural terms. Many of their
disciples were ordained as deacons and
hieromonks, and some became bishops.
The records say that from Ohrid, some
of the monks came to the area of Prilep
and revived and built many churches and
monasteries. Another wave of renewal
happened at the end of the eleventh
century when the Bishop of Tiberiopolis,
venerable father Manuel, founded the
monastery of the Most Holy Theotokos
Eleusa (the Virgin of Tender Mercy) near
the present-day Strumica. The village
where the monastery was built got the
name Velusa after “Eleusa”.
At the same time in the Osogovo
Mountains St. Gabriel and St. Joachim
established the ascetic eremitic tradition of

monasticism, which after them flourished
up to the 15th century. Saints Nicodemus
of Prilep and Nectarius of Bitola, disciples
of Gregory of Sinai and Gregory Palamas,
established the tradition of hesychasm
which has become the prevalent monastic
tradition in the country. The monks Cyril
Pejcinovic and Parthenius of Zographou,
who published books and preached in the
local Macedonian language, are central
figures of the Macedonian Enlightenment
in the 19th century.
In the 20th century monastic life declined
in Macedonia. Several monasteries and
convents were inhabited by monks and
nuns from Russia who had escaped the
1917 October Revolution. By the end of
the Second World War, there were only few
of them left, mostly nuns. Nevertheless
the monastic tradition survived with
monks Gavril and Angelarij becoming
first bishops, and then archbishops of the
renewed Macedonian Orthodox Church
which became successor to the famous
Ohrid Archbishopric in 1967.
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Mosaics Garden

T

he ancient town of Stobi has become
the most important landmark of
present-day Macedonia. Different
things contributed to its tremendous
popularity. First of all, its location
in the central part of Macedonia just off the
highway makes it easily accessible. Second,
the depiction of the peacock from Stobi
Episcopal Basilica mosaic on the banknote of
10 Macedonian denars, as well as on the label
of the fastest growing Macedonian winery
made it overwhelmingly popular, arousing
curiosity about Stobi in anyone who comes
to the country. And the curious will not be

disappointed. Stobi is a most attractive site
with well preserved ancient monuments and
knowledgeable guides. It is spread over a big
area and is perfect for a sunny day visit.
Built at the confluence of Erigon (today’s
River Crna) and Axios (today’s Vardar),
it became a crossroad on the important
Roman routes of Via Egnatia and Via
Militaris. This strategic position made the
town develop as an urban, political and
trade centre. The earliest written evidence
of Stobi is found in Livy’s description of the
triumph of Phillip V over the Dardanians in
Ab Urbe Condita. The battle happened
near Stobi in 197 BC. Livi’s second mention
of Stobi takes us to the Roman occupation
of Macedonia and the year 167 BC, when
20
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the Romans defeated the last Macedonian
king Perseus and divided the big kingdom
into four provinces. Then Stobi became
the capital of Macedonia Salutaris and also
an important centre for salt trade. During
the rule of Emperor Vespasian (69 -79
AD) Stobi minted its own coins with the
inscription Municipium Stobensium,
which were used in local trade.
Archaeological excavations uncovered
several buildings from this period including
the theatre, defensive walls, water supply
system, the so-called Casa Romana, and
a public building with arches known as
“Roman Forum”. The marble sculpture
of Aphrodite found in the large room
represents a real masterpiece of the Roman
art from the second century AD. The House
of Peristerius was a large living complex
for several families. It also had rooms for
shops. The central part of this complex is
a yard with marble fountains and excellent
examples of floor mosaics. The Big Bath
(Magnae Thermae) had a big room and
a swimming pool made of marble blocks.
Stobi Theatre is one of the biggest buildings
in the locality. The stage, orchestra and
skena were built at different times. The
stage is divided in two parts and is built
with white marble. Many of the seats have
names of the citizens who had reserved
them. In the late third century the theatre
became an arena for gladiator fights. They
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stopped with the adoption of Christianity as
the state religion. The marble seats of the
theatre were used as construction material
for reconstructing the porch on the street
Via Sacra and the Heraklea Gate.
One of the most significant events in
the history of Stobi was the advent of
Christianity. The name of Budius, the
first Bishop of Stobi, is noted at the first
ecumenical council in Nicaea in 325 AD. The
Old Episcopal Basilica in Stobi was built in
the fourth century and is considered to be
the oldest Christian church in Macedonia.
The sacred architecture discovered in
Stobi, especially the Episcopal Basilica of
the Bishop Philip from the fifth century,
show that Stobi was an important Christian
centre with established traditions. Stobi is

one of a small number of towns from the
late Ancient and early Christian period that
kept a large number of mosaics. From the
fourth to fifth century, several big churches
known for their mosaics and frescoes were
built. Decorative mosaics can also be found
in private luxury buildings from the late
Antiquity, such as the villas of Theodosius,
Policharmosius and Peristerius. The peacock
from the baptistery›s mosaic floor is one
of the most beautiful images of Stobi. The
Bishop’s Basilica or the church of Bishop
Philip is built on a terrace and has three
parts: narthex, exonarthex and atrium. The
central part is separated by two colonnades.
It has a luxurious interior with white
marble and mosaic floors. The walls were

decorated with frescoes. In 388 the emperor
Theodosius I visited Stobi issuing two edicts
which banned the heretic gatherings and
public discussions about religion. The Palace
of Theodosius was where the emperor
stayed. The floor of this palace is covered
with marble blocks and the peristyle
(columned porch) mosaics are executed in
opus sectile technique. All the rooms are
also beautifully decorated. This building is
L-shaped and can be entered from three
streets. Stobi at the end of the fourth century
became a metropolis with three eparchies:
Stobi, Bargala and Zapar. The bishops of
Stobi took part in the Ecumenical Councils
until the seventh century, long after the city
ceased to exist.
The most famous citizen of Stobi lived
in the fifth century. His name is Ioannes
Stobaeus and he is known as an ancient
scholar who compiled a four-book anthology
of literature from Homer to his day. His book
preserved numerous extracts from ancient
works the originals of which were later
lost. There was also a Jewish community
in Stobi. From an inscription we know the
name of Tiberius Claudius Policharmos who
rebuilt the synagogue and erected his home
next to it. He is described as the father of
the Jewish community.
In 447 Stobi like many other towns on
the Balkans was destroyed by the Huns.
Recorded in the chronicles, this event is
confirmed by the archaeological findings
of the burned layer containing Hun
weapons. This marked the beginning of
the gradual demise of Stobi. In 479, on
their way to Dyrrachium, Theodoric and
the Ostrogoths ransacked Stobi but this
was not as disastrous as the earlier attack
of the Huns. The citizens rebuilt the town,
but it was struck by a powerful earthquake
in 518. The big Avaro-Slavic invasions in
the sixth century totally ruined Stobi and
brought the urban life there to an end Stobi.
In the centuries that followed, Slavs settled
the area, but judging by the discovered
graves the population was quite poor.
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2014 DMWC International Charity Bazaar

Message of the Honorary President
of 2014 DMCW International Charity
Bazaar, H.E. Mrs. Dusanka Divjak -Tomic

Dear Friends,
Honoured to be the Honorary President of
2014 DMCW International Charity Bazaar,
I am very pleased to announce that this
important event has become a traditional
gathering of the people of goodwill
from different countries and different
nations for celebrating the International
Children’s Day. The event has started due
to the great devotion of the Dobredojde
Macedonia Welcome Centre of Skopje to
the promotion of friendship and better
understanding among peoples and its
work for humanitarian purposes. It is the
fourth time in a row that representatives
of the diplomatic and consular missions in
Skopje support the international charity
bazaar, and this year they are joined by
the Municipality of the City of Skopje.
2014 DMWC International Charity Bazaar
will take place on Saturday, 7 June from
22
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11:00 to 16:00 on the premises of the City
Shopping Centre (GTC), in the very centre
of Skopje. As part of the programme, we
will have several performances by children
from various schools and organisations:
American School of Macedonia, Ecole
Francaise Internationale, KUD Cvetan
Dimov Performing Arts Society, NOVA
Schools, Pianoforte Music School, QSI
International School of Skopje, Sumnal
Association for the Development of the
Roma Community, Yahya Kemal School,
Zlatan Sremec School, and others. There
will also be an art workshop for children.
This humanitarian event offers you the
opportunity to spend a pleasant and relaxed
day together with your children and friends,
and, at the same time, to contribute to
the charity fund that will be used for the
renovation of the premises of Zlatan Sremec
School for Children with Special Needs.
The project speaks for itself. Its main
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aim is to provide a better educational
environment for the pupils of Zlatan
Sremec School so that they could live
their lives with dignity and respect, and to
facilitate their integration into society. By
supporting this project all participants of
the Bazaar make their small contribution
to the promotion of the awareness of
the entire society, both domestic and
international, of the responsibility to
protect and help children, particularly,
those with special needs.
This year we have prepared a really
interesting programme. I am sure that
you will enjoy its variety and would be
able to choose what fits your interests
best. Thanks to our donors we will be able
to offer you some nice surprises.
In the afternoon the children will join
the art workshop and complete a special
„Tree of Happiness“ painting under the
inspiring guidance of Zaneta GelevskaVeljanoska. This will be a real opportunity
for them to use their creativity and
imagination, express their emotions and
demonstrate their talent, and what is
most valuable, to build their capacity for
interaction and collective creation. The
key event of the Bazaar is the National
Stands Sale organized by the Embassies of
China, Slovakia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Italy, the honorary Consulate
of India and the Greek community in
Macedonia, where the visitors will have the
opportunity to buy products originating
from these countries.
The afternoon lottery draw usually
stands out as the most attractive part of
the programme. Many interesting prizes
are waiting for the luckiest of us. You could
get some of the following: a voucher for a
visit to Struga (from the EU Commission);
vines (from the Embassies of Austria,
Slovakia, and Hungary); books (from
the Embassies of France and Slovakia);
decorative glass pieces (from the Embassy
of Sweden).
Finaly, I would like to express my

appreciation of Dobredoje Macedonia
Welcome Centre for its devotion, eagerness
and working spirit in accomplishing the
noble aims of the Bazaar and for its
excellent organization. My appreciation
goes to the Mayor of the City of Skopje Mr.
Koce Trajanovski for his support so that the
event could be successful and the tradition
continued. And, at last, let me express my
profound thanks to my dear colleagues
from the international community in Skopje
for their unselfish contribution and sincere
wish to help the noble cause of the Bazaar,
as well as to use yet another opportunity
to further promote friendship and better
understanding among all of us, who come
from different parts of the world.
Knowing that we have done something
for children by helping this humanitarian
cause must make us feel proud, happy and
content. It obliges us to do whatever we
can to keep this noble tradition alive for a
long lime. For all your goodwill and efforts
so that it is successfully accomplished, you
will get the most precious thanks – and
those come from the children whom we
intend to help. God bless you all and see
you next year in the same spirit and mood!
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The Tale of the
Biggest Fortress

W

hile driving down the E-75
highway from Skopje to
Thessaloniki at some point the
traveller experiences a drastic change
akin to entering another world in fantasy
fiction or horror movies. All of a sudden
the highway ends, and while the driver
is still adjusting to being on a much
narrower road, the passengers are taken
by the astonishing landscape including
the wide Vardar River being swallowed by
huge picturesque cliffs. And then, almost
immediately, the car disappears in a long
scary tunnel, which briefly opens in the
middle, just to let you cast a look up on
the huge vertical blocks of limestone
rocks, and, then, down at the small river
with stubborn vegetation below. The
gorge continues beyond the tunnel as a
larger canyon with the cliffs still taking the
passengers’ breath away. And then you
notice that it is not only the landscape but
also the climate, the vegetation, and the
air that have changed.
This gorge is the present-day Demir
Kapija, which translated from Turkish means
“iron gate”. While the name refers to its
strategic military position, Demir Kapija is
also a natural gate and a climatic barrier
24
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between the continental climate to the north
and the Mediterranean climate to the south.
Of course, thanks to the wide River Vardar,
occasionally, the Mediterranean influence
may be felt as far as Skopje, but beyond
Demir Kapija it is a rule.
Each nation and kingdom that existed
in this area had their own name for this
important point. The Greek and Roman
name Stenae means “narrow”, while the
Slavic name Prosek means “cut through”.
Unfortunately, the multiple waves of
building and destroying, had not left many
traces of the earlier civilizations in this
location, but archaeological excavations
have revealed the walls of a huge town
on the uneven plateau above the cliffs.
There are remnants of at least four towers
and the original walls which cannot be
seen from the busy road. Prosek was the
biggest fortified town in Macedonia. Its
walled territory was 17 hectares on one
plateau and 14 hectares on the other, far
more then the area of the medieval towns
of Ohrid and Skopje, both of which were
Emperors’ seats.
The excellent strategic position turned
Prosek into a complex of fortifications.
On the left side, among the stone massifs
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which stretched up to 220 meters above
the riverbed, two fortified towns were
built. They are now called Markov Grad
and Strezov Grad, according to the names
of their medieval rulers. On the right side,
across the river, is Ramniste. The three
of them kept the narrow pass totally
controlled. Another range of towers and
defensive walls covered a wider area
forbidding any side passing. The acropolis
of Markov Grad is built of stones without
cement, the technique testifying to its
ancient origin. Many ceramic objects,
jewellery, coins, several acropolises and
necropolises tell us of the intensive life that
passed above these cliffs. The dating of
some objects proves that it was built in the
Archaic period. Red figure ceramic objects
found in the tombs lead to the conclusion
that Ancient Greeks had a small colony
in the gorge. Yet, some of the building
techniques of the walls testify to Paionian
construction. Thus, archaeologists claim
that the town was a southern outpost
of the Paionian Kingdom that protected
it from the northward expansion of the
aggressive Macedonian state. The Roman
maps mark Stenae on the 11th Roman mile
from Antigoneia (present-day Negotino).
The ruins on the highest 220 meters tall
rock date back to the Byzantine times and
reveal complex architectural and building
structure with a north-south orientation and
two acropolises repaired in the medieval times.
In the early Byzantine period, the role of the
fortress of Prosek changed: it protected the
ancient Salonika and the access to the Aegean
Sea from the barbarian attacks coming from
the north. In the sixth century the fortification
was called Miropolis. In the tenth century there
were many battles between the Byzantine
army and the Slavic nobles who wanted to
restore Slavic independence and kingdom.
But the Byzantine rule over the area held until
1186, when the feudal archon from Strumica
Dobromir Hris took it over from the weakened
empire. This event was described in the
chronicle of Nikita Honijat. In the beginning of

the thirteenth century Prosek survived multiple
hostilities. In 1201 Byzantium restored its rule
for only few years, as the Bulgarian general
Cesmen took it over on a victorious march
to Thessaloniki. In 1207 Dobromir Strez,
another local ruler, gave up his loyalty to the
central Bulgarian state and proclaimed an
independent principality around Prosek, which
stretched along the Vardar and included the
Pelagonia Plain. In 2015 Strez died, or was
killed, and Prosek fell first in the hands of the
Latin Kingdom, and later of the Despotate
of Epirus. In 1230 Bulgarians took it again.
From 1246 Prosek was under the rule of the
short-lived Nikea Kingdom. With the advance
of the Serbian kingdom in the southern lands
of Macedonia, Prosek became their fortress in
1330. Yet only six decades later, in 1385, the
Ottomans conquered southern Macedonia,
including Prosek. They destroyed the city walls
and the city above the gorge, sparing only the
rural settlement on the river banks before the
gorge, out of which the modern-day Demir
Kapija grew.
In modern times Demir Kapija did not
lose its importance. Touched by the beauty
of the place, the Yugoslav King Aleksandar
Karadjorgjevic built his summer palace
here. He installed a small royal winery
and a breeding farm for the most beautiful
race of Lipizzan horses especially liked by
European monarchs. The herd existed
until the Second World War, when the
Nazis took the horses and destroyed the
farm. The winery, however, survived not
only the Second World War but also the
Socialist era, and is now privately owned.
The winery is now a protected building.
It still has the caryatides built to glorify
Queen Marija to whom the original palace
was dedicated. In the cellar, one can
see big barrels of two to four hectolitres
of wine placed there 80 years ago.
With the rise of the nearby Popova Kula
winery, Demir Kapija became not only
an important archaeological site, but
also an increasingly popular stop on the
Macedonian Wine Route.
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Discover Hideaways
in Macedonia
This article will not focus on the places
such as Ohrid, Prespa, Bitola or Kratovo
that are considered the main tourist
destinations in the country. I exclude them
not because they should not be visited, but
because this story is about places where
one goes to recharge, to contemplate or
spend some time away from the noisy and
busy everyday life. Here I hope to mention
less popular places that will inspire even
those who have been in Macedonia for a
few years. There are many more of these
“secret” places, but we cannot mention
all of them and expect them to remain
secret. So, how about you start with these
and expand your itinerary as you discover
the places that only few others had visited
before you? Surely, more people have
actually been there at different times, but
when you are there it feels like no one
else has found these heavens, as if they
were created to be your private refuge.
There is more to Macedonian hideaways
than Ohrid, especially during the summer
season when the tiny streets in the old
town are flooded by tourists.

Religious or spiritual
shelters
There are a lot of spiritual shelters that
offer inner peace and a thought provoking
atmosphere. Regardless of which religion,
sect, or movement built them, they can
offer their energy to those who need to
recharge spiritually. Some of them have
monks, nuns, priests or imams, but there
are also those that function as cultural
monuments or museums. Whatever the
case, all of them have historical or cultural
value and can be visited as monuments
without the religious element.
26
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Markov Convent (Markov Manastir)
is located behind the southern slopes of
Mount Vodno near Skopje. It was built in
the fourteenth century and is a very well
preserved complex of buildings. It takes
only 30-45 minutes to get there from
Skopje and it is worth making the effort.
It is a living convent and you will need to
cover your legs and shoulders to go inside
the church.

Joakim Osogovski is a twelfth-century
monastery situated three km east of
Kriva Palanka, a peaceful place with very
good conditions to accommodate people
overnight.
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St. John Bigorski is one of the more
popular monasteries. Few monks live
there and maintain the premises. They
perform their Orthodox rituals, including
Byzantine singing during the services
at 07:00 and 19:00. The iconostasis in
the church was carved by the famous
Filipovski and Frchkovski wood carvers
in the 19th century and is considered
one of the most valuable artifacts of the
Macedonian culture.

Zrze Monastery stands on a plateau
with a breathtaking view. The monastery
is located 34km northwest of Prilep on
the road towards Makedonski Brod, and
getting there requires some effort. The
last part of the way is a dirt road, so make
sure you have an off-road four-wheel
drive vehicle. Once you get there you will
realize it was worth the effort!

St. Archangel Michael Convent and
Treskavec Monastery are located near
Prilep. The former houses five nuns
and the latter just one monk. Treskavec
Monastery is situated under the peak
Zlatovrv, in a striking mountain landscape
and offers a great view of the Pelagonia
Valley. The monastery complex consists
of the Church of the Assumption of the
Holy Virgin, monastery inns and a dining
room. The monastery is believed to have
been built in the thirteenth century.

Arabati Baba Teke was built in the second
half of the eighteenth century by Redzep
Pasha and his son Abdurahman Pasha,
who were also involved in the construction
of the Painted Mosque in Tetovo. The Teke
is a complex of religious objects around
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the grave of Sersem Ali Baba, a dervish
who belonged to the Bektashi Order. The
Bektashis have lived in the Teke for 120
years, even though there have been some
difficulties regarding the ownership of the
land in the last two decades. Their order
is among the most significant among the
Dervish orders and there is still a small
community practicing their rituals in the
Teke.

Tetovo’s Painted Mosque is a beautiful
piece of art with the most vivid colours
and a magical garden around it. It is
neither isolated, nor serene because it
is in the town, on a busy street, but the
courtyard creates a magical illusion that
lets you forget about all the noise and
summer dust raised by the passing cars.
Romantic spots
You can be romantic almost anywhere,
but there are those places that are worth
visiting with your loved one, taking a
photo and framing it the day after, so that
it makes the living room richer with yet
another moment of love. Driving towards
Galicnik you cannot help stopping here and
there and having that photo taken because
it is only you, the forest spirits, and the
wonderful landscape. The view towards
Streževo Lake from the village church in
Gopes near Bitola and all the purple and
28
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yellow flowers is another inspiring spot for
a romantic afternoon. Prespa’s long sandy
beaches offer wonderful background
colour if you wish to offer the two loving
faces to your camera…
Aqua vita
There are so many rivers on all of the
mountains throughout Macedonia that
and I cannot recommend enough that
you go to Pelister and either hike up to
the Lakes “Pelister Eyes” or walk up along
mountain streams that have so many
flowers, bushes and moss-coated rocks
that feel better than any sofa because they
come in a package with the forest sounds,
colours and fresh air. One can have almost
the same experience walking up the River
Bošava near the village of Konopište or any
other village on that magnificent mountain.
On the western side lies the Tikvesh Lake
surrounded by dramatic mountains, which
are home to some endemic species of
birds, including vultures. I have not yet
explored the wonderful mountain streams
on the southern side of Kozuf Mountain,
in Mariovo, where one experiences
landscapes like those in Milčo Mančevski’s
films, but that is very high on my list as
well.
Macedonia has few waterfalls that one
can enjoy depending on the water situation
during the summer. Among them are the
Smolari and Kolešino Falls near Strumica,
Kriva Šija and Lešnička on Popova Šapka
above Tetovo, and Rostuše Waterfalls on
the way from Mavrovo to Debar.
Mountains, hills and forests
to avoid the heat
For those living in Skopje and having to
spend the summer in the city, I suggest
good planning to survive July and August.
Think about hiking routes – Thammy Evans’
Bradt Travel Guide to Macedonia
offers a dozen – day trips outside the city
and maybe even weekends close to a lake
or a river, preferably on a mountain or in a
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forest, where at least the evenings would
be cooler. For those who prefer comfort
there are Mavrovo and Krusevo ski resorts
with their bigger hotels, but also Berovo,
Pelister, Mariovo and Kožuf, where you
can find smaller hotels, bungalows or
pensions.
Historical, cultural and
archaeological sites

Heraclea Lyncestis is an ancient
Macedonian city, built around the fourth
century BC. Emperor Hadrian built its
amphitheatre, which hosts a music
festival every summer. The site has the
most amazing mosaics that are covered
with sand from autumn to spring, but can
be seen in all their glory in the summer.
You can enjoy their vivid colours and
be impressed by the sizes of the wellpreserved mosaic floors.
Stobi is on the highway to Greece,
just before Negotino, which makes it a
45-minute drive from Skopje. The most
attractive parts of the site are the Bishop’s
Church, Partenius’ and Peristeri’s Palaces
and the Amphitheatre.
Kuklici (“Dolls”) is a site near Kratovo. There
are many legends about the stone dolls, but
the most famous is the one that says that
the stone figures are wedding guests that
were cursed by a forsaken bride who turned
them into rocks. There are 120 stone figures
up to ten meters high positioned close to
one another. According to the scientists, the

stone figures were formed by tectonic erosion
whereby the minerals that dissolve in water
were gradually washed away to leave today’s
figures standing. Locals say that every five to
six years a new figure appears.
Kokino, the Megalithic Observatory, is located
about 30 km northeast of Kumanovo. This
site has the diameter of 100 m and reaches
the altitude of 1013 m. When discovered
in 2001 it was believed to be a special
mountain sanctuary from the Bronze Age.
A detailed archaeological and astronomical
research carried out afterwards showed
that the locality has all the characteristics of
a holy place, but also of an ancient site for
the observation of celestial objects. The most
important characteristic of the observatory
includes positions for observation. Special
stone markers have been used for recording
the movements of the Sun and the Moon.
The observatory used a method of static
observation marking positions of the Sun at
the winter and summer solstice, as well as the
equinox.
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A Vibrant
Community

M

acedonia has a community of
Muslims who speak Macedonian
language as their mother
tongue. Their ethnic, cultural and religious
affiliations are so diverse that it is hard to
name a sole feature that would apply to
the whole community. There are different
ethnic and communal feelings of belonging
and identity, and ethnologists are still
missing data necessary for reconstructing
their collective background and history.
But researchers’ doubts should not stop
us from exploring and admiring the rich
cultural heritage of these people and their
contributions to Macedonian culture.
Macedonian Muslims traditionally live in
western Macedonia, in the Reka region,
Debarska Zupa, Drimkol, but also along
Albanian and Kosovo borders, in Gora and
Golo Brdo regions. They are distinguished
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by the beautiful Macedonian language
with clean pronunciation and singing
accent – the true gems of the standard
literary language, which are nowadays
disappearing from its urban variants.
Macedonian Muslims are connected with
the high mountains and the tradition of
sheep breeding. They are master cheese
makers, and both white and yellow cheeses
from their regions are highly appreciated.
Coming from areas rich in wood and stone,
they are famous for traditional building
and carpentry.
As migrant workers,
they have been appreciated as builders
throughout Western Europe. In Italy
one of the most sought after companies
restoring historical buildings is owned by
a Macedonian Muslim.
The nonpareil culinary skills of
Macedonian Muslim pastry chefs and
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bakers are a matter of urban legend.
From the Ottoman times to the modern
post-Yugoslav era, they managed to keep
the monopoly over bakeries and pastry
shops in the whole Balkan Peninsula. And
with the spread of the diasporas they have
expanded to the towns in Italy, Switzerland,
Austria and Germany. Burek, gevrek,
tulumba, baklava, boza, ice-cream and
pies – these are just some of the culinary
delights at which Macedonian Muslims are
so good. So a Macedonian traveller feels
at home anywhere in the region at central
squares and promenades of most towns
have a pastry shop or bakery run by our
people, Macedonian Muslims, who always
address us in a beautiful Macedonian
language.
There are different theories of their
background and origins, which, of course,
then map in various ways on the actual
feelings and affiliations in the community.
Torbes is the traditional name given to
the community. It is a colloquial term the
origin of which is still being discussed,
but the most accepted meaning is “the
bag carriers”. There are members of the
community who feel disgraced by the
use of this term. Others find it neutral.
In recent years there has even been a
political movement to denominate the
whole community Torbes, and to enter it
under this name in the Preamble to the
Macedonian Constitution.
Regarding the origins of Macedonian
Muslims, there are discussions as to
whether they are descendants of Christian
Slavs who converted to Islam during
the Ottoman period or whether they
are of Turkic origin. During the Ottoman
rule religion, and not language, defined
social groups, political allegiances and
often identity. Thus, in this community
there is still a significant majority who
declare themselves to be Turks. In some
areas they call themselves Albanians.
Traditionally the religion has played a
more important role than language in

the life of this community, so that there
have been more interethnic marriages
with Albanian and Turkish and Muslims,
than with Macedonians of Orthodox faith.
However, one of the most important
contemporary socio-political movements
within the Macedonian Muslim community
pursues the argument that Muslims are
part of the Macedonian ethnicity, and that
their religion is one aspect of their identity,
but not the sole criterion for defining the
community.
Another theory sees the origin of
Torbes in the medieval religious Bogomil
movement. Bogomil missionaries carried
bags (torbi) to hold their books as well
as food. According to this theory, the
Torbes people are the last descendents of
Macedonian Bogomils who had converted
to Islam.
Some Macedonian Muslims take the
name Torbes to refer to the long history
of wandering and adaptation of their
people who had migrated four to five
times during their history and had spoken
four to five different languages. Torbes,
then, is the corrupted pronunciation of the
Turkish dört-beş, meaning “four-five”.
According to some ethnologists, the origins
of Muslim Macedonians can be traced back
to some Muslim Turkic tribes which settled
in the region before it became part of the
Ottoman Empire. These Turkish researchers
are inclined to link Balkan Muslims more
generally with Kuman, Kipchak or Pechenek
Turks who had come from Central Asia
and adopted Slavic languages. On this
interpretation, Macedonian Muslims would
be a community of Macedonian-speaking
Turks.
Since the historical origin of Macedonian
Muslims is still a mystery, it is much better
to focus on how they define and identify
themselves now and enjoy the rich culture
and heritage this group possesses, rather
than speculate on who they were in the
past.
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Folklore

Siljan,

the Most Famous Stork

A

huge stork nest on a chimney
or on an old wooden lamp
posts is a common sight
in Macedonia during the
summer. As a warm country
Macedonia is ideal for migratory birds.
Swallows nest in each house under the
roof, and traditionally spacious houses
of the Macedonian people are ideal for
storks’ nests. Both bird species have
deeply penetrated Macedonian folklore
and belief system.
Storks are the first of all the migratory
birds to arrive in the spring. As early
as mid-March they can be seen busily
repairing old nests. The male stork comes
first, investigates the place, and if the
environment is safe its female partner joins
in a few days. The storks always come to
the same nest. However damaged it may
be, they will patiently collect branches,
grass and other materials to make a
comfortable space for bringing up their
young. The nests can sometimes grow
into real bunkers. They can reach over
two meters in diameter and be up to three
meters deep. Already in the beginning of
April, not even a month after their arrival,
the young are born.
Macedonia’s low lying regions, especially
the former marshlands, are home to many
migratory birds including storks. The area
around Katlanovo on the outskirts of
Skopje, Strumica region, Kocani ricefields,
Prespa and Dojran Lakes offer beautiful
views with storks and other birds. Here
they eat frogs, fish, insects, earthworms,
smaller birds and mammals. The presence
of storks is a sign of clean areas, as they
only come to non-polluted environments.
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Storks use soaring flight, which enables
them to conserve energy and cover long
distances during migration. Yet, old storks
do not fly back. When they feel that they
do not have the stamina to attempt the
flight south, they stay in their summer
habitats and die there.
A rarely known fact about storks is that
having no syrinx, they are mute. They
communicate with the nest using billclattering. Storks may change partners
once in a while or set off on a migratory
flight without the partner, but generally
they are monogamous and are faithful
to their partners. These attributes gave
them prominence in the local folklore and
traditional tales. The widespread image
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of the stork bringing the newborn baby
is based on the older tradition that sees
storks as symbols of happiness and fertility.
Their presence in many mythologies can
be explained by the respectable age of
these species. There is an estimate that
as aquatic birds storks emerged in the
Palaeogene and have therefore been
around for 40 to 50 million years. Yet, it
seems that the life economy of the storks
is very functional and adaptive as no
species are known to have gone extinct in
historic times.
One of the best Macedonian tales is
about Siljan the Stork. Its popularity
has made it almost synonymous with
Macedonian national character, and
the name Siljan became very typical
of Macedonia. The Tale of Siljan the
Stork was published by Marko Cepenkov,
the most renowned Macedonian collector
of folk tales, in the beginning of the
20th century. But historians of literature
have established that Cepenkov had
considerably reworked the tale, which
makes it the first Macedonian authored
tale. The story tells us about a young
man who departs on a pilgrimage without

asking permission from his parents. He
flees the conflict with his parents who
regard him as a prodigal son, indulging in
too many pleasures and enjoying an easy
life as an heir to the huge rural estate.
The man’s boat is destroyed by a storm
and he survives on an island. He manages
to return home after transforming into a
stork. Other storks help him to a drink of
miraculous water, and he returns home
as a stork. Upon his return he wants to
remain a stork for some time and observe
the daily life of his family from a distance.
This helps him mature and see the small
imperfections of the family.
It is not a coincidence that Siljan
transforms into a stork. The stork
is a symbol of resurrection, moral
transformation and spiritual rebirth. Siljan
needs the journey and the isolation from
his family in order to mature and develop
his personality. The stork is the symbol of
his accomplishment and his helper. In the
final part of the tale stating the moral of
the story, Siljan gives thanks to the storks
and demands that the people be nice and
caring towards the storks who may be
miraculously connected to humans.
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Music

Melancholy
of the Horizon

M

acedonian plains range
from river valleys to hilly
plateaus and mountain
pastures.
A
typical
summer scene is a
pastoral idyll: a flock of sheep, running
dogs, summer breeze and a shepherd.
The busy sounds of bees, wind, sheep and
dogs are transformed into a long, warm,
crying melody creeping over the horizon
and slowly changing its rhythm and colour.
In the wide open space one cannot easily
ascertain where the sound comes from.
It is the sound of the kaval, one of the
most typical, almost mythical, instrument
played by the shepherds. Once their tunes
could be heard on every plain and hillside.
Nowadays it is a preserve of the few patient
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virtuoso players of folk instruments and
ethno music stars, such as the Bulgarian
performer, Theodosii Spassov. By playing
this mystical instrument, the kaval,
Spassov became known globally, received
prestigious awards, such as the Grammy,
and was even described as the best
musician from the East. As a tradition,
playing the kaval is primarily associated
with mountain shepherds throughout the
Balkans and Anatolia. Researchers point
to the origin among the Turkish Yurok
tribes spread all over the former territories
of the Ottoman Empire. This single-origin
theory is, however, hard to accept for the
many cultures that have the sound of the
kaval running in their archetypal veins.
Kaval is typically made of wood. A wide
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variety of fruit trees,
such as cornel, cherry,
apricot and plum, can
be used for it. Although,
as its popularity among
amateurs and tourists
has grown, metal and
plastic replicas are now
also available. Kaval is
fully open at both ends
and is played by blowing
on the sharpened edge
of one end. There are
eight playing holes:
seven on the front, and
one on the back to be
played by the thumb.
There are four more
intonation holes, which are not covered
with fingers, near the bottom of the
instrument. They determine the lowest
tone’s pitch and timbre and improve
the tone and intonation. In Macedonia,
they are known as glasnici, or “giving
voice”, and in Bulgaria as “devil’s holes”.
According to a folk tale, by drilling these
holes while the shepherd was sleeping,
the devil wanted to ruin the instrument,
so that the devil could then outplay the
shepherd in a musical duel. But instead of
destroying the tonality of the instrument,
the holes enhanced the playing of the
shepherd. Thus the shepherd thwarted
the devil.
The player holds the kaval with both
hands at a sharp angle to the body with
the four fingers of one hand covering the
lower holes, three fingers of the other
hand covering the three upper holes, and
the thumb – the back hole. The sound
is produced by blowing the air into the
instrument. The kaval performance can
have an incredible diversity of sound
shades and techniques. The registers are
managed by the position of the mouth and
the lips on the tip of the instrument. The
most characteristic sound of the kaval is
achieved in the lowest register. It could

sound very mild and gentle if blown lightly,
while with a more powerful air stream a
deeper sound is achieved. This sound is
so outstanding that it has a special name
- kaval. It is also interesting to notice
that the technique of circular breathing
is successfully utilized while playing the
kaval. This technique lets the performer
play without interrupting the air flow, while
taking a breath through the nose. In the
past it was considered an extraordinary
skill, while nowadays it is used by more
and more young performers. kaval is often
played in pairs, which is called ezgija. The
ezgija usually consists of a leading player
and one who follows. The players position
themselves in such a way that they can see
each other while playing.
Macedonian kavals are typically made
of a single piece of ash wood, have very
thin walls, and are very light. Bulgarian
kavals are larger, they are usually made
of hardwood in three pieces, which fit
together using tenon joints. This allows for
some tuning of the instrument by pulling
the top joint out a bit. The real, wooden,
kaval needs maintenance. In order to
keep the interior of the wood greased and
to avoid distortion it has a special wooden
dock (arbija).
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Prose

Dragi Mihajlovski
Dragi Mihajlovski is one of the best contemporary Macedonian prose
writers, and his work has earned a Koco Racin Award, the highest
Macedonian award for fiction. He is Professor of English Language
and Literature at Skopje University. Born in 1951 in Bitola, Mihajlovski
belongs to the so-called fifth circle (i.e. generation) of Macedonian
writers that brought post-modernism to Macedonian prose.
The literary critic Robert Alagjozovski has characterised the prose of
Mihajlovski as “‘common-man fiction’ and ... a break from the traditions of
... writers whose prose was filled with almost mythical characters – national
heroes struggling for the national idea. Mihajlovski’s short stories speak
about the problems of common people, expressing their attitude toward the
world and their destiny. The whole text is constructed around their ordinary
perspective. The hero in his stories is either an antihero who loses a life’s
battle and gains our sympathy, or one who wins in such a way that it leaves
us pondering the world full of dilemmas and not quite as stable as we had
thought it was. Mihajlovski often uses strange narrators – an animal, such as a
cat, or even a personified object, like a pen or a shoe. The narrating position is
connected with Mihajlovski’s use of hyperbole in the common man’s perspective.”

Sole Leather
(excerpt from a
short story)

I don’t know exactly whether this story
starts on a Tuesday or a Friday, but I’m sure
it was a market day in Bitola, and in Bitola
only Tuesdays and Fridays are market days,
which every Bitolan knows, and plenty of
non-Bitolans too. I’d come from Skopje on
the night train on some business - I think it
was a copy of a birth certificate I needed,
or some such document I could only get in
Bitola. When they’re working, the counters
only work from ten, and supposing I’d have
the luck of finding them working, I reckoned
I still had another two or three hours to kill.
So as soon as I’d got off the dirty train and
gone through the station - an old building,
its very appearance and atmposhere plainly
recalling the last romantic, utopian days
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of Count Tolstoy - I set out unhurriedly on
foot through the park, which begins just
there, about twenty yards from the station.
It was the beginning of October, a chilly
morning, and a slight hoar frost clung to
my beard and moustache. Fortunately I
was dressed against the cold in a navyblue overcoat and boots for autumn. The
large public convenience in the park that
you have to go past was stinking the way
it always stank, and there was the public
drinking fountain with its broken spout,
too, with a puddle all round it. I walked
for another ten minutes and came to the
open area in front of the gym, where there
were two merry-go-rounds, and tied to
the pole of one of them a badly-trained
mongrel was peeing on the asphalt. But in
a short time the clear morning air went to
my head, and as if it had hands of magic
refreshed my woebegone face. From this
open space you got a good view of the
autumn having an early morning stretch
over Mt. Neolitsa, and the Lavci grove - so
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well-known from folk songs. Then I went
along the alley between the hand-ball
court and the gym, walked a few yards
and came out in front of the Officers’ Club,
right at the beginning of the main street.
Broad Street’s a story in itself. That’s the
name of the main street I now began
to walk along. At least, that’s what the
Bitolans call it, out of habit or affection,
even if officially it’s called Marshal Tito. For
those who haven’t been to Bitola, but have
been for example to Belgrade, I’d say that
Broad Street is rather like Knez Mihajlova. It
starts from the clock tower and ends at the
Officers’ Club, but the promenade logically
continues to the Tumbe Cafe, winding right
up the hill to the cafe on the terrace in front
of the zoo. Anyone who’s been here even
only once knows the satisfaction of strolling
along Broad Street; it’s not for nothing that
they came along here on foot or in a phaeton,
Sultan Ahmed, Ataturk, Josip Broz...
‘Oi! So it’s you then, kid!’ a tenor voice
stopped me dead in my tracks. ‘So you’ve
forgotten all about us? You don’t want
anything to do with us, eh? You’re away,
you’re away, you’re always away. You
don’t ever visit us and then when you do
come you go past like a ship in the night.
Who do you think you are? You little shit!’
Just think, what a come-down, and to drive
the irony of it home, right there in front
of the Aeroclub, on the corner in front of
the Steve Naumov statue. I think he just
appeared out of nowhere, or right out of
the stillness of this quiet street: my brother,
fair and tall, in jeans and a leather jacket,
and without waiting to be asked he began
to talk, waving his arms uncontrollably,
threatening and scolding; in those five
minutes while he stormed away he really
ruined the day for me, even the sandwich
I’d hurriedly gobbled in the dirty railway
carriage. I really didn’t know what to say,
I couldn’t think of anything to say; well,
tell me, what on earth could I say, caught
like that red-handed, with a gawping
mouth and an empty feeling inside.

‘And you weren’t thinking of coming home,
eh? Admit it! Well, but I’ve seen some
people, but I’ve never met anyone like you,
you’re unbelievable. And there are the old
folks, crying all day ‘the child, the child’, and
the child’s deserted the nest! You should be
ashamed of yourself! You filth!’ and he paid me
a whole string of similar compliments, and I
had nothing to say to him, let alone to answer
him; I was indeed thoughtless, I admit it.
My brother went on and on like that for
another ten minutes maybe, I really don’t
know exactly, because I wasn’t myself at
all just then. It was as if someone else was
standing there instead of me, stuck miserably
to the pavement; but when I came to myself
a little, the picture of this man who was
shouting at me was going through my mind,
and I suppose I began to think. I could excuse
aggression as long as there was some reason
for it, but in this case I’m sure the aggression
was really unreasonable, and what’s worse,
I believe it was due to reasons of pure self
interest. And as if in confirmation of this
my brother soon began to cool off, to calm
down, patted me on the shoulder and said in
an almost brotherly way, ‘All right, all right, if
you’re a shit you’re a shit, but I’m not saying
another word about it. Just you come with me!’
So now what? I’m a man who easily gets over
anger, but not embarrassment. That’s why
I think it’s best for me to be on a balanced
footing, a footing of peace with everyone
- even with my own brother. So I set off
obediently behind him like a little child. As if
he felt a bit ashamed of my presence, or so
it seemed to me, he walked on ahead, just
like our old people - or a lot of them, at least
- if you’ve seen them: the husband in front
and the wife two or three steps behind and a
little to the right of him. I won’t tell you how
we went along Broad Street, I’ll only say that
it was a very odd walk; anyone would have
thought my brother was leading me just as if
he had me on a leash, like a dog.
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Art

Exhibition of

Vladimir Simeonov
and Mensur Bojda
The exhibition is on at the Youth Cultural Centre from 17th May to 15 June 2014.
Vladimir Simeonov was
born in Kocani in 1985.
After the High School for
Fine Arts he graduated
from the Faculty of Fine
Arts in Skopje. He has had
thirteen solo exhibitions.
In 2011 he won “Petar
Mazev” Award of the
Macedonian Association of
Fine Artists (DLUM).
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Inspired by the DLUM award for the
painting that was part of the series “The
Mosaicists
from
Stobi”,
Simeonov
continued to work on this series creating
seven new pieces, which are part of the
current exhibition.
“The Mosaicists from Stobi”, “A Walk
through Stobi” and “The Peacock from
Stobi” are the three series, on which
Simeonov has worked in the past four to
five years.
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Mensur Bojda was born in 1986 in Brod,
the municipality of Gora. He completed his
high school education at “Lazar Licenoski”
State High School for Art. He continued
his professional training at the Academy
of Fine Arts at Belgrade University, first,
in the class of Professor Velizar Krstich
and then in the painting class of Professor
Slobodan Roksandic.
Bojda
has
had
eight
personal
exhibitions. He has also participated in
many group exhibitions in the country as
well as in the region. He is a recipient of
2013 “Konstantin Mazev” award for small
format paintings. Working as an illustrator,
he designed the cover of the Macedonian
comic book Facizam.
Bojda’s latest exhibition at the Youth
Cultural Centre in Skopje features six oil
paintings. These paintings comprise a cycle

depicting the intimate
thoughts of the author,
who took the challenge to
question the virtues and
flaws of human nature.
In this series, the author
remains mystical and
hidden, so that the viewer
can freely get inside the
story and decipher his or
her own feelings towards the paintings as
well as their themes.
These are strong, wild and powerful
paintings which immediately grab the
viewer’s attention and challenge him or
her to take a stand not allowing us to
remain indifferent towards the rights and
wrongs of life.
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Medicine

Skopje Polyclinic Mission

Our mission is to carry out high quality diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in
the best interest of our patients and according to their needs and preferences. We
are dedicated to providing the best possible health care, drawing on the talents and
creativity of all our staff. We keep up with the latest trends in diagnostics, therapy
and other aspects of health care through ongoing improvement and education.

Our Promises:
• Extended examination and consultation times with advance booking, no delays,
and fair prices;
• A second opinion always offered by our experienced specialists in your best
interests and according to your preferences;
• Use of state-of-the-art diagnostic and therapeutic procedures currently used
in the world.
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Cardiology:
Package 1: Cardiovascular Examination, ECG, Heart Ultrasound - 3400 den
Package 2: Cardiovascular Examination, ECG, Heart Ultrasound, Carotid Ultrasound - 4900 den
Package 3: Cardiovascular Examination, ECG, Heart Ultrasound, Carotid Ultrasound, Coronary
Stress Test - 5400den
Dermatology:
Package 1: Dermatological Examination with Skin Analyzer - 1400 den.
Package 2: Dermatological Examination with Skin Analyzer, Chemical Peeling, Skin
Rehydration - 3500 den
Package 3: Dermatological Examination with Skin Analyzer, Chemical Peeling, Skin
Rehydration, Mesotherapy - 4500 den
Gynecology
Package 1: Gynecological Examination, PAP, Ph, Ultrasound - 2400 den.
Package 2: Gynecological Examination, PAP, Ph, Ultrasound, Chlamydia - 3400 den.
Package 3: Gynecological Examination, PAP, Ph, Ultrasound, Chlamydia, Colposcopy
- 4400 den.
Microbiology:
Package 1: Chlamydia Urethral/Cervical Swab and Urine Culture - 1100 den.
Package 2: Chlamydia Mycoplasma, Urethral/Cervical Swab, Urine Culture - 1850 den.
Package 3: Chlamydia, Mycoplasma, Urethral/Cervical Swab, Urine Culture, Sperm
Culture - 2400 den.
To view other promotional packages visit www.skopjepolyclinic.mk
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LIFE UNLIMITED
Over 50 years of establishing new visions for urban
regeneration, for urban renaissance founded on
principles of design excellence. 50 years of
activities and a reputation of completing projects on
time and to the highest international standards and
now, Cevahir Holding is constructing Macedonia’s
most prestigious development and highest luxury
towers to present Macedonia a new view of Skopje.
Decision to live in Cevahir Sky City towers is
decision to live among the clouds…Decision for a
life unlimited.
Arrange Private meeting: + 389 (02) 15 511

Delegation of the European Union

Blvd. Srbija bb. 1000 Skopje, R. Macedonia | info@cevahirskycity.com.mk, www.cevahirskycity.com.mk
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